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INTRODUCTION

For many decades, Global construction industry is
growing with annual growth rate of roughly 1.4%,
almost half of the growth rate of manufacturing
industry and almost 30-40% lower to global GDP
growth. Just keeping pace with projected global
GDP growth will require an estimated $57 trillion
in infrastructure investment between now and
2030. That’s nearly 60 percent more than the $36
trillion spent over past 18 years.
Practical steps could boost productivity in the
infrastructure sector—a long-time laggard—by as
much as 60 percent, thereby lowering spending by
40 percent for an annual saving of $1 trillion. Over
the next 18 years, this would be the equivalent of
paying $30 trillion for $48 trillion worth of
infrastructure.
These steps do not require reinventing the wheel.
Eliminating waste, streamlining their delivery, and
other best-practice from around the world would
make a decisive difference if scaled up globally.
According to globally renowned consultancy firm,
streamlining delivery is an area that presents an
opportunity to save up to $400 billion annually and
accelerate timelines. To streamline delivery, it will
be necessary to speed up approval processes,
eliminating waste including construction centric
variations, waiting and re-medial tasks that
dramatically encourage time and cost savings in the
every stage of project.

Contracts can lead to costs savings by, like,
encouraging the application of lean manufacturing
to construction.
PROGRAM OVERIVEIW
We specializes in efficiency enhancement technologies
like Construction- predictive analytics, Lean
Construction and other advanced efficiency
improvement technologies with over 50 years of
cumulative global experience.
Under LEAN Construction Efficiency Improvement
(L-CEiP) Program, We delivers 60 days free efficiency
improvement program. Program includes,
I. This includes 2 days “Free” training workshop on
advanced technologies of Lean Construction,
a. Mapping Complete Construction Value Stream.
b. Lean Construction Waste Reduction.
c. Lean Construction Software Live Demo.
Followed by,
II. 60 days free technology deployment @ 1 client site
that include,
a. Free Software Platform,
b. Free Technical Support,
c. Free Voice Bot For Site Performance Reviews.
We would like to conduct this program in association
with reputed institution under commercial profit sharing
terms as industry-academia consultancy assignment.
For further details, pls connect us at:
Pursullence Global Business Solutions, India.
www.pursullence.com
Email Id : connect@pursullence.com
Contact #: 91- 9403058209 / 91- 9518585373

